Create space and simplicity in your business
with our Growth Expander System .
TM

This results-focused process uses a mix of automation, delegation and proven efficiency
strategies to help you reach your goals more quickly. It’s easy to get started!

HOW WE HELP

DISCOVER
DISCOVERY SESSION
This 1:1 call identifies your key
leverage areas & core pain points
(what you want to get rid of doing!),
and is used to design a customized
support solution to meet your
unique needs.

INFO GATHERING
After the call, a scope of work
is created, client agreement is
sent, and we gather key info
about your business.

TEAM DESIGN
Your preferences are collected,
and we put together a right-fit
team to support you.

DEVELOP
LAUNCH STRATEGY SESSION
This 1 hour video kickoff call is used
to introduce your team, develop
a leverage strategy, brainstorm
technology and determine goals
and priorities.

CREATE THE ACTION PLAN
Next, the team builds a customized
strategic plan which creates
alignment around your goals,
priorities and everyone’s next best
steps to achieve results.

SYNC / ORGANIZE TECH
Whether you need a better
solution designed, or have
functional tech in place and need
us to sync in, we address and
deploy best-fit technology.

DEPLOY
DEPLOY DAILY SUPPORT
This is where delegation comes to
life and results-abound! Our team
plugs in as your dedicated support
resource to help execute your
tasks and priorities each day.

PROCESS DOCUMENTATION

ONGOING STRATEGY

As they work, our team is trained to
identify, document, delegate
and automate repeatable tasks and
processes in your business
to support scale.

Throughout our work together,
our team is held accountable
to executing against your Action
Plan and meets to refresh the
delegation strategy as needed.

WHY DELEGATE SOLUTIONS?

Great support that creates real impact and growth for
your business is about more than just having someone to
delegate to. Task-based delegation can only get you so far, as it
still relies on YOU to identify and manage the delegation. This is
where bottlenecks and frustration set in for most entrepreneurs
who wind up over capacity again, even though they’ve “handed
stuff off.”

Strategic delegation focuses on thinking through key
leverage points for you and your team that (1) stem from
your key goals and priorities and (2) capture repeatable processes
in your business to increase scale. That approach to delegation
coupled with reliable, proactive support is what really creates
leverage for you and your team.
This is Delegate Solutions’ Strategic Support.™ Our unique
approach to administrative support means that as you grow, you’ll
never need to find, manage or train a support resource again!

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF DELEGATE SOLUTIONS
“I plan to do more with my team. They have great aptitude, a
willingness to step up, make suggestions and always operate
with honesty and integrity.”
-PAUL I.
“The team is providing value daily; keeping us on track, and
holding us accountable to our priorities.”
-SHERI S

EXPAND YOUR GROWTH TODAY WITH OUR HELP!
www.DelegateSolutions.com

“I came to you looking for a virtual assistant and what I got are
members of my team, working very closely with our Head of
Operations as we build the process and stability for our ideas.
Had I got what I was looking for, I can’t imagine I’d have them
working with us in this fashion.”
-DOUG D.

